; hP 0 ; M 0 i p .
6 Concluding Remarks and Future Research
We have presented a formal language that can be used to control the behaviour of multiset transformer programs. By nature these programs exhibit highly nondeterministic behaviour:
in the selection of rewrite rules, and in the selection of elements from the multiset. Though a powerful abstraction mechanism, this nondeterminism poses serious problems in the implementation of multiset transformer programs. By explicitly scheduling individual rules for execution, part of the nondeterminism can be e ectively controlled. An important property of the language that we have proposed in this paper is that scheduling information is speci ed separately from the program text. Thus the logic of a program is treated separately from control issues.
For each multiset transformer program we have de ned a generic schedule that mimics the chaotic behaviour of the program. This schedule can be used as a starting point in trying to improve on the chaotic behaviour. Currently research continues with the de nition of a notion of re nement for schedules. This should be a notion that compares only the behaviour of schedules (assuming that correctness of the program is una ected).
From (12) Using transitivity of ?! we combine (7), (8) We continue with two lemmas that are used to prove the conceptual converse of the previous theorem. Similar to the previous proof, we rst show that any possible transition of a ? Pderived schedule can also be made by the corresponding chaotic program.
Lemma 3 Let P = r 1 + : : : + r n , where n 1, let M be a multiset, and let s be a ? P -derived schedule.
hs; Mi ?! hs 0 ; M 0 i ) hP; Mi ; hP; M 0 i Proof Because s is a ? P -derived schedule it is of the form ((r 1 ! ? P ) a 1 k : : : k(r n ! ? P ) an )k? P k . The only possibility to introduce a -transition is by using (S1). Because s is a ? P -derived schedule this implies that there must be at least one term (r i ! ? P ) that executed successfully; i.e. the derivation of the -transition consists of transitions hr i j ! ? P ; Mi If m = 1 we have hr i ! ? P ; Mi ?! h? P ; M 0 i for some i from 1 i n. From rules (S1), (C2), and possibly (C3), follows hP; Mi ; hP; M 0 i. 
The next Lemma proves that any transition (from a given multiset) made by a simple chaotic program can also be made by the most general schedule (from the same multiset). 
Because ! P = ? P we conclude using (S7) that h? P ; Mi ?! h? P k P;i ks 0 ; M 0 i for some s 0 . 2
The interpretation of Theorem 1 is that whenever a chaotic program makes a sequence of transitions, then the most general schedule of that program can make a similar sequence of transitions. The multiset transformations of the chaotic behaviour occur in the same temporal order in the behaviour of the most general schedule, but in between the successful transformations "-transitions may happen.
A term P;i di ers from P because it misses the i th term. From commutativity and associativity of k it follows that that P = (r i ! ? P )k P;i . Note that for simple programs P the most general schedule ? P can be written ! P .
De nition s 0 = skip, s n = sk(s n?1 )
The following de nition introduces the concept of ? P -derived con guration. This notion comprises a syntactical and a semantical criterion. All con gurations that a ? P -derived con guration may evolve into, according to our semantics, are also ? P -derived. If a schedule (rather than a whole con guration) satis es the rst property, then we say that this is a ? P -derived schedule. These will be useful in proving properties about the most general schedule ? P which forms, by de nition, a ? P -derived con guration with any multiset M.
De nition Let P = r 1 + : : : + r n . A con guration hs; Mi is ? P -derived if 1. schedule s is of the form (r 1 ! ? P ) a 1 k : : : k(r n ! ? P ) an k? P k 2. (k = 0) ) (8i : 1 i n :: a i = 0 ) hr i ; Mi p ).
Next we prove that the property ? P -derived, is invariant with respect to our set of semantic rules; i.e. when a con guration is ? P -derived then any subsequent con guration that can be derived using the semantic rules is also ? P -derived.
Lemma 1 Let hs; Mi be a ? P -derived con guration. If hs; Mi ?! hs 0 ; M 0 i then hs 0 ; M 0 i is a ? P -derived con guration.
Proof 6 = " : Assume 6 = ". The only means to introduce a -transition is by (S1). In a ? P -derived schedule only terms of the form (r ! ? P ) may participate in a transition. Because s is a schedule of a ? P -derived con guration this implies that there must be at least one term (r ! ? P ) that executed successfully; i.e. hr i ! ? P ; Mi i ?! h? P ; M i i. Let f i be the number of times that a term (r i ! ? P ) is executed, but failed; let g i be the number of (r i ! ? P ) terms that is executed successfully; let G = n j=1 g j . The schedule resulting from s after such a transition is of the form (r 1 ! ? P ) a 1 ?f 1 ?g 1 k : : : k(r n ! ? P ) an?fn?gn k? P k 0 where k 0 G 1; hence this schedule is in ? P -derived form. The resulting con guration is ? P -derived, because k 0 > 0. ?! hs 00 ; M 00 i Part 1 of the theorem states that every behaviour that a chaotic program can display, can also be displayed by the most general schedule. Conversely, part 2 states that if the most general schedule behaves in a certain way, then the chaotic program (without the schedule) can behave in the same way. In a sense this theorem can be seen as \soundness" and \completeness" of the deduction system for schedules with respect to the deduction system for chaotic programs. The proof of this theorem is presented in the next section.
Proofs
In this section we present the proofs of Theorem 1 and 2. These theorems relate the behaviour of chaotic programs to the behaviour of the most general schedule. A behaviour of such a system is, by our choice of semantics, represented by a sequence of transitions. The structure of both proofs is as follows: We start with showing that the rst transition of one system can also be made by the other system. Next, induction over the length of the transition sequence achieves the generalization from one transition to sequences of transitions of arbitrary length.
For the sake of brevity, we use some auxiliary notation.
De nition Let P = r 1 + + r n . P = (r 1 ! ? P k kr n ! ? P ) P;i = (r 1 ! ? P k kr i?1 ! ? P kr i+1 ! ? P k kr n ! ? P )
Relating Schedules to Multiset Transformer Programs
Schedules are used to control the operational behaviour of programs. One of our aims is to be able to reason about the behaviour of scheduled programs. In particular we want to be able to prove that one schedule is better in some sense than another. We know that we improved on the starting point if we can prove that a schedule is better than the chaotic behaviour. To be able to reason about this chaotic behaviour, we need a schedule that describes it. In this section we show how to construct such schedules for chaotic programs. It can be shown that the schedules obtained by this method can do everything a chaotic program can do and vice versa.
We show how to de ne a generic schedule and prove that it has the same behaviour as the corresponding chaotic program. Because this schedule can display all possible behaviours, we call it the most general schedule. We write ? P to denote the most general schedule of a chaotic program P. We de ne the most general schedule compositionally on the structure of chaotic programs (as given by the abstract syntax in Section 2).
De nition Let R denote a simple program r 1 +r 2 + r n and let P 1 and P 2 be two arbitrary Table 5 : Semantics of Schedules unfolding`S' by`skS' will always retain the symbol`S' in the schedule term, hence it can never be reduced to skip.
Semantics of the Schedule Language
The semantics of the schedule language is de ned as a labelled transition system. A conguration of a schedule s and a multiset M is written hs; Mi. The behaviour of a schedule is given by labelled transitions hs; Mi ?! hs 0 ; M 0 i. The label is either a multiset substitution or the special symbol ". The latter is used to label transitions that do not a ect the multiset M. The transitions for schedules are de ned in terms of the transition relation for multiset transformer programs which was presented in Section 2.
To keep our de nition of the semantic rules simple, we wish to identify several expressions. A typical case is that we want`k' to be commutative. We therefore de ne a structural congruencè ' to be the smallest congruence relation over a set of terms such that a number of laws hold. Terms are thus grouped together on the basis of their syntax, allowing the semantic rules to focus on behavioural aspects of the terms. This method of separating structural from behavioural issues was inspired by 3]. In Table 4 and 5 we summarize the semantics of the schedule language.
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Rationale for the Schedule Language
Multiset transformer programs can display behaviour that ranges from highly nondeterministic chaotic execution to behaviour that corresponds to the execution of known algorithms. We want to be able to express all the possible behaviours of multiset transformer programs in the same formalism. To this end we designed the schedule language. The operators that are present in the scheduling language have been chosen for one of two reasons. With schedules we need to be able to describe any partial order of actions. For all practical purposes, we need the schedule-representation of any partial order to be nite. Some aspects of control strategies, like the number of iterations and the number of parallel actions cannot in general be de ned a priori. Hence we need constructs that evolve dynamically as a function of the input (rather than of the size of the input only). In order to describe a partial order of actions we need to describe two things: the precedes/succeeds relations between actions. This is traditionally represented by thè ;' symbol:`s 1 ; s 2 ' means that before the actions of`s 2 ' may be executed, all actions of s 1 ' must be nished.
the fact that actions are unrelated. In our setting of schedules, the unrelatedness of actions means that they can be executed concurrently. We write`s 1 ks 2 ' to indicate that independent actions of`s 1 ' and`s 2 ' may be executed concurrently. Finite representations of potentially in nite schedules can only be obtained by operators that evolve dynamically:
Generally the exact execution ordering of individual rules cannot be known in advance. Recursion is incorporated to describe iterations of arbitrary length. The unfolding of a recursive schedule typically depends on the given multiset. Choices based on the parameters of a schedule can be speci ed using the`c . s' construct.
We do not know in advance how many rules are being executed concurrently at any stage in the computation. The schedule`!s' evolves dynamically into the number of copies of s' that is needed.
In Milner's -calculus replication can be used to simulate recursion and is therefore chosen, in place of recursion, as a primitive notion. In our setting replication and recursion are complementary notions. In a sense recursion is a generalization of sequential composition, and replication is a generalization of parallel composition. Using`;' we can describe the sequential composition of a xed number of schedules; e.g.`s; s; s; s'. Using recursion we can de ne a schedule that may unfold in any arbitrary number of copies of`s'. Similarly,`k' can be used to compose any xed number of schedules in parallel. Using replication we can de ne a schedulè !s' which denotes the parallel composition of an arbitrary number of copies of`s'.
Recursion cannot be simulated by`!s' because the number of copies that is made by replication cannot be determined by the programmer (while this is possible using recursion). Also replication`!s' cannot be simulated using a recursive de nition, e.g.`S b = skS'. This is because the semantic rule (S6) can be used to reduce a schedule containing`!' to skip. Repeatedly number of copies of schedule s in parallel. 
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We now introduce the schedule language. This language allows the programmer to control the execution of multiset transformer programs at the level of the execution of a single rule. We rst present the syntactic constructs of the schedule language with an intuitive explanation of their meaning. Also, we give a rationale for this particular set of constructs. After that, we de ne the formal semantics of schedules. This semantics is expressed in terms of the transitions of individual rules as discussed in the previous section.
Syntax of the Schedule Language
A schedule for a multiset transformer program imposes a partial ordering on the execution of rules in time. The syntax of the schedule language is given in Table 3 The examples in Section 2 already showed that we identify individual rules of a program with names, e.g. add b = x; y ! x + y ( true. In schedules we shall use the names of rules instead of their de nitions; For instance, we write add ! skip rather than (x; y ! x + y ( true) ! skip. Furthermore, because r ! skip is a very common construction, we abbreviate it to r. Schedules can be combined using sequential and parallel composition. These combinators are denoted by`;' and`k' respectively. Parallel composition is interpreted as: either one of the operand schedules may execute a step, or they may do a step concurrently. Whenever both of the operands of the`k' can do a step, then these steps may be executed concurrently only after the execution mechanism has ascertained that these steps are independent. These steps may always be executed in interleaved fashion. We emphasize that di erent symbols are used for the sequential composition of schedules`;' and the intuitively similar sequential composition of chaotic programs` '. Also, concurrent composition of chaotic programs is written`+', whereas schedules are composed in parallel using the`k' operator.
The replication operator`!' is used in a similar way as it is used in the -calculus 8]. We adapt the de nition of the`!' operator for our purposes:`!s' denotes an arbitrary, but nite 1 , 1 We need to be able to detect termination of a term. composition of programs that contain sequential composition; e.g. P 1 + (P 2 P 3 ). There are two reasons for excluding these forms: rstly, the syntax obtained in this way describes exactly the same set of programs that are de nable by the original Gamma model presented in 1] and 2]. Secondly, the excluded terms present di culties with the compositionality of semantics 4].
The complete syntax and semantics is presented in Table 1 To illustrate, consider a program that computes the primes of a set of numbers. The program consists of the rule: primes b = x; y ! x ( (y > x)^(y mod x = 0) Consider the execution of the primes program with a multiset M = f2; 3; 4; 6; 8g. According to the CREW de nition of independent, the substitutions f2g=f2; 4g, f2g=f2; 6g and f2g=f2; 8g can be executed concurrently, yielding a multiset f2; 3g. The EREW policy disjoint does not allow number 2 (which occurs in the multiset only once) to be involved in (read by) multiple multiset transformations. Because we are interested in a programming model with as much inherent parallelism as possible, we will use the CREW de nition of independent in the denition of our semantics.
The label assigned to a transition of multiple concurrent executions is a combination of the individual substitutions.
De nition Given two multiset substitutions 1 is of the form r 1 + +r n ; any number of independent instances of the constituent rules may be executed concurrently. Simple programs may be composed sequentially using the` ' operator; the nal state of one program is used as initial state of the next. The program terms derivable in this way are`products of sums'; i.e. are of the form (r 1 + + r i ) (r j + + r n ).
The purpose of limiting the syntax of program terms to this form is to exclude the parallel Execution of a program consists of repeatedly applying the rules of the program to a given multiset; when none of these rules apply, execution terminates. This execution method is nondeterministic in two ways the order of the execution of rules is arbitrary, and the data to which a rule is applied, is chosen arbitrarily. Because of this highly unpredictable behaviour multiset transformer programs are also referred to as chaotic programs. This in contrast to scheduled programs, which we will introduce in the next section. It is also possible to execute multiple transitions of the same rule concurrently. ; 1 hadd; f1; 8; 15gi. From the labels of these transitions we can see that they are concerned with transformations of di erent parts of the multiset. When two transitions transform di erent parts of the available data, then these two transitions do not interfere with each other, hence they can also happen concurrently. This notion of non-interference is formally captured by the following de nition.
Introduction
The multiset transformer formalism (Gamma 1], 2]) provides a framework in which programs can be expressed with a minimum of (explicit) control. This absence of control is an advantage in the design phase because it allows programs to be expressed at a high level of abstraction where aspects of underlying hardware (sequential or parallel architecture, shared memory or message passing communication) do not have to be taken into account. This absence of control becomes a serious drawback in the implementation phase of a program. Without explicit control, the formalism allows many ways to execute a program. Not all of these many ways are e cient (with respect to the resources space and time). Ideally, e cient executions are obtained automatically. Alternatively, as is done for functional languages 6], explicit scheduling information may be added to a program.
In this paper we present a language that can be used to specify control-ow information for multiset transformer programs. By imposing some ow of control we schedule the actions of a program in time. For this reason we call the representation of control information a schedule. By introducing control-ow the programmer can guide the execution to obtain e ciency. We had several aims in mind when designing this language: With the language it should be possible to describe operational behaviour (in terms of execution orders) from a spectrum of possibilities. This spectrum ranges from the highly nondeterministic execution of multiset transformer programs to the completely deterministic behaviour of known algorithms. The language should be implementable. It should be possible to reason about the time complexity of a schedule (relative to other schedules). A schedule is speci ed separately from the text of the multiset transformer program. This pushes the idea of treating complexity issues separately from correctness issues. The program text forms the logic component which is related to the correctness of an algorithm; the control component, given by a schedule, is responsible for the time complexity of the solution. The use of separate representations for logic and control is essential for combining portability and e ciency 7]. The logic component of a program is portable to any kind of machines. The operational behaviour of a program can be tuned to machine speci c characteristics by adjusting the schedule.
In Section 2 we brie y introduce the multiset transformer formalism, and we present its semantics. Subsequently we introduce schedules in Section 3, and de ne their meaning. In Section 4 we relate scheduled programs to chaotic programs; i.e. programs without a schedule. To this end we introduce a generic schedule that describes the behaviour of the chaotic execution mechanism. This schedule provides the starting point for re nement into more e cient schedules. 
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Abstract
The Gamma formalism is a programming model based on the nondeterministic rewriting of multisets. Programs in this formalism are expressed with a minimum of control, which makes the model very well-suited for writing parallel programs at a high level of abstraction. In the implementation, however, the chaotic behaviour of Gamma programs poses serious problems. To overcome these problems, we introduce a language that can be used to e ectively control the nondeterministic behaviour. The control information is speci ed separately from the program text, which allows the logic of a program to be treated separately from control issues.
